The Art of Diaper Folding
(It’s easier than you think)
1. The Tri-fold – Fast and easy – no pins or fasteners required!

Lay diaper flat
lengthways

Fold bottom of
diaper in 3-4
Fold right side in
inches (depending
by one-third
on desired length)

Fold left side in
so diaper is now
folded in thirds

Place folded
diaper inside cover
and baby inside
diaper!

2. The Fan Fold -- a great, snug fit for babies on the move. Use with Snappi®
Fastener.

Lay diaper flat
lengthways

Fold bottom of
diaper in 3-4
Fold right side in
inches (depending
by one-third
on desired length)

Fold left side in
so diaper is now
folded in thirds

Unfold (fan) top
corners – creating
a natural spot for
a baby bum!

3. The Twist! – great for babies with chunky thighs. Use with a Snappi®, or just place
in a Velcro cover.

Lay diaper flat
lengthways

Reverse the two
corners closest to
you to create a twist
in the middle

Place folded diaper
inside cover and
Velcro around baby
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4. Night time Diapering
Yes, you can have a baby in cloth diapers who sleeps through the night with no leaks!
Double diapering works best and can be done with any folding technique. Use the
folding method in #2 to fold the second diaper into quarters. Just lay this diaper along
the centre of your preferred folding style.

Use a second
diaper folded in
quarters
widthways

Lay the second diaper along the centre of
the first diaper and place in Velcro cover –
with or without a Snappi®.

Snappi® Use
Snappi®s WORK BEST with terry cloth diapers, cotton prefolds
(Chinese or DSQ), and other cloth diapers with a loose enough weave
for the Snappi® to hook into. They DO NOT work well with tightly
woven diapers.
WARNING:
ALWAYS use a cover when using a Snappi® fastener with your baby’s
diaper.
Keep out of children’s reach when not in use!
Do NOT use a Snappi® fastener on toddlers that have the ability to
undo their cover and take off their diaper and/or clothes.
Do not use your Snappi® for longer than 6 months.
Do not leave your Snappi® lying in the sun as it is not UV resistant
and can reduce the effectiveness of the Snappi®.
CARE: Clean your Snappi® in hot soapy water. Do not launder them
with diapers in the washer as this may weaken the grip attachment.
CAUTION:
- Any tear in the Snappi® can lead to separation of a piece,
presenting a possible choking hazard.
- Do not cut your Snappi® as this could create weak spots in your Snappi®.
- Do not pull on the side strips of the Snappi® when attaching it, as this can cause them to
break. These strips serve as a safety feature only, as explained above. Use the flat tabs for
leverage. Inspect your Snappi® before each use and discontinue use immediately if there is any
sign of cracking, tearing, breakage or wear of the teeth or any other parts.
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